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This position paper argues that most object-oriented languages inappropriately define inheritance as a (single) programming mechanism, although it is used for many diverse conceptual purposes. Conflicts between different uses of inheritance lead to many of the problems associated with it. Separating out the various uses for inheritance by using distinct language mechanisms is one approach to eliminating these conflicts and the difficulties they bring.
[Edwards 93b] Edwards, S.H., "Common Interface Models for Reusable Software", Intl. J. of Software Eng. and Knowledge Eng. 3, 2 (June 1993), 193-206. This article presents an informal, natural language description of the notion of an abstraction over several families of components, here called a "common interface model" (CIM). CIMs can be used to capture common patterns that recur across many modules, for both programmatic and human uses. This notion is similar to the more formal notion of theories in OBJ, but there are some critical differences.
[ This paper discusses the logical foundations and teminology of RESOLVE, the built-in RESOLVE notation for writing mathematics, and the RESOLVE mechanisms that support description of mathematics that has no built-in notation. It is intended to serve primarily as a reference document.
[ This dissertation formalizes, in a direct, natural way, the informal pattern of reasoning generally used with programs written in modular, imperative languages such as RESOLVE. The formal semantics provides a solid basis against which to check the soundness and (relative) completeness of a formal proof system (in this case, the "indexed method"; see [Krone 88] for another method).
[ This work describes the "RESOLVE/Ada discipline": How to write Ada components using RESOLVE specification and design principles, so they are modularly certifiable. It is self-contained in that it includes a terse discussion of the specification approach and language, including all of the constructs used in the examples. It is also the authoritative description of the principles that RESOLVE/Ada programmers (authors of concepts and realizations, and authors of client programs) are expected to follow. Numerous examples are given, including two of the RESOLVE encapsulations of pointers.
[ This work describes the verification rules that form the basis for RESOLVE's original syntax-driven verification procedure. In addition to basic rules for straight-line code and procedure calls, the rules cover conceptual modules, realization modules, and module instantiation. An example of a proof of total correctness for a complete component that is layered on top of another component is given.
[Krone 93] Krone, J., and Sitaraman, M., "On Modularity This article describes how components can be parameterized by the lower-level abstractions they depend on, in order to provide greater performance flexibility and escape the "combinatorial explosion" problem that arises when these alternatives are not parameterized. By parameterizing components so that any appropriate lower-level constituent components can be simply "plugged in," inexpensive and flexible performance tuning is provided to a client without requiring any form of component source code modification, recompilation, or reverification.
[ This article provides an overview of RESOLVE from a specification perspective, comparing it to Z and Larch. It explains why component specifications must be formal yet understandable, as well as abstract and implementation-independent. Each specification also must make it possible to demonstrate the correctness of an implementation of the specification and permit formal reasoning about its behavior in a client program.
[ This paper points out why specification of performance should appear not with an abstract component's functional specification or with a concrete component's implementation, but in an implementation-related module that lies "between" them. One of the reasons for this conclusion is an expressiveness problem: Performance specifications may need to involve "intermediate" mathematical models to permit expression of tight performance specifications while preserving information hiding.
[ This position paper discusses how common practices involving procedure calls (e.g., in Ada and C++) thwart modular reasoning about component behavior. It also discusses previous approaches to dealing with these problems at a formal level, and argues that call-by-swapping as a parameter-passing mechanism eliminates the difficulties.
[ This report discusses probably the most fundamental objective of the RESOLVE approach: to be able to reason about the behavior of component-built programs in a "modular" fashion. It is easy reading for someone not familiar with RESOLVE, and it is a good place to start if you are interested in the RESOLVE approach to verification.
[ This paper shows how to adapt conventional white-box strategies to test components specified in a RESOLVE-like manner. The strategy then becomes specification-based, rather than code-based. Theoretical and empirical evaluations of this approach are discussed.
[ This report discusses three controlled experiments designed to gather empirical evidence supporting the practice of layering newly written code on top of earlier encapsulated components, rather than simply adding code to old modules. The results of the experiments support the contention that layering significantly reduces the effort required to build new components.
